






O U R    S T O R Y

We were born

Office 

stationery

Furniture Copy shop

Topography

Audiovisuals Home 

furniture

Geriatric and clinic 

equipment

Remodelling

New business lines Specialists companies



We expanded with 

the delegation 

openings

We unify the 

companies with 

different business 

lines in a parent 

company: SUTEGA S.L.

We incorporate 

a wooden factory 

for special 

projects.

We do an 

international 

expansion plan, 

we found a 

company in USA: 

(Sutega UsA 

Corporation).





   We bet on the expansion to new markets like the videowall segment technology or the 

videoconference, on innovation in child and geriatric market proposing new solutions and new 

products. 

   Our internationalisation process is based on affiliated companies openings and being the 

partners of Spanish companies in their expansion process.

  Global service: we give solutions in all parts of the project, from the study of the 

needs to the installation and after-sales. 

PRESENT

FUTURE

    Multidisciplinary: We are specialized in different fields. Office, contract, commercial chains, 

education, geriatrics and audiovisuals.



AUDIOVISUALS

Sinergy

ILLUMINATION

FURNITURE

CARPENTRY



PROYECTI ST

CUSTOMER

PLAN DESIGNS

INTERIOR DESIGN

HABITABILITY

LANDSCAPING



I n t e r n a c i o n a l

E x p e r i e n c e

In SUTEGA we make available our experience for making realise all types of equipment all around the world.

Our costumer internationalisation allow us to have the capacity and necessary structure for execution and coordination plans.

installations



Among others, there are some examples that have trust on us:

Senate of the Republic of Mexico.

Garrigues Office Casablanca.

INL, International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, Braga.

Everis Office Brussels.

Banco Sabadell Office Paris.

Bancomer Office Mexico.

Tanger City Center.

Telefónica Office Mexico.

Zara Home Stores.

International offices Inditex (Milan, Amsterdam, Freiburg, Shangai, New York, Atenas, Brazil).



Our  numbers

company years

employees

wharehouses

43 countries
internarional experiences

exposition

bussines centers



OVIEDO | T. 648 00 74 89

Own  factory

OffIces

COMMERCIAL OFFICES:

WHAREHOUSES:

FACTORY:

We have our own carpentry factory that allow us amplify our actuation spaces directly; we can go 

even farther away than the standards.

We can answer the most complicated architecture and functionality problems also the customer 

needs, paying attention individually each case, each work and each space.





OUR SPACES





OUR SPACES





OUR SPACES



offices

 

Our vocation for architecture and its environment is reflected in 

comfortable and pleasant spaces, where come first the economy 

of the spaces. Also we have an expanded experience on public 

and leisure venues equipment.

 Office furniture, equipment and contract.





offices





Town Hall of Ribadesella

Quattro idcp Agency





COMERCIAL SPACES: 
shops and hotel industry

Our own carpentry permits us to amplify our actuation fields because we work directly at the spaces.

We can answer the most complex problems with the architecture or functionality and customer needs, 

paying attention individually each case, each work and each space, covering all equipment needs: 

Illumination, textile, furniture design, flooring, outdoor furniture...





Hotel industry





Commercial shops





LARGE PUBLIC SPACES:
EDUCATION, TRAINNING CENTERS, AUDITORIES AND GERIATRICS

We act and work on many different places as education. We do successfully 

a lot of Primary Schools, from the overall decoration of the spaces to care 

about the equipment for the youngest users.

With our specialized geriatric equipment section we can answer perfectly all 

the necessities in senior home places, day centers and geriatrics, tutelary 

housing, nursing homes… We do a plain action on set up comfortable work 

places.

In other hand, with the public tenders for one-time work we were able to act on 

highly specialized areas. This increased and improves constantly our 

experience and we can answer with the same quality and care that we have 

from the beginning

Carballo Library





Education and trainnig centers



Carballo Library



The Senate of the Republic of Mexico 



Colon Theater



Geriatrics





Audiovisuals
We are conscious of the increasing importance of new audiovisual and 

information technologies inside modern spaces. In SUTEGA we have a 

specialized department on giving innovated solutions to integrate them on any 

project. We design, develop and customize them. Video wall, projections, audio 

professionals systems, digital signage, home automations, LED display, are 

some examples of our actuation areas.









25 YEARS
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